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During Zoey’s time in Tiance Mansion.

Guided by various powers.

She has probably controlled the terrible power in her body.

It’s not like before, just use anger to release power.

Although the power is strong like that, part of the energy is not used, or not concentrated, dissipated, and wasted.

But now, Zoey has mastered the use of power.

Concentrate all the power on one point.

“Boom!” In the

enemy camp, there is also one who is relying on pure power to eat.
He can easily overturn a cruise ship by strength.

He hit Zoey with a punch.

Only in the next moment, thin blood stains appeared on his arm, and then his arm burst open.

It stretched all the way to the shoulders, and then to other parts of the body, all burst and exploded…

Under Zoey’s punch, this person was abruptly beaten.

…

Shocked!

It was shocking!

Even half a fairy and half a ghost were stunned!

Zoey’s combat power is too terrifying, right?

powerful!

too strong!

This is better than Commoner Killing God!

…

Then Zoey continued to fight with digital masters!

The frightening thing is that Zoey has the highest power, the fastest speed, and the most terrifying defense.

No matter what kind of attack the other party hits her, she will be like a okay person.

The Destroyer group is desperate.

How the f*ck is this?

The power is completely crushed!

The speed can’t keep up with others!

No one’s body is exquisite!

The key is that she can be immune to any attack…

This is totally bullying!

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Gradually, fewer and fewer people stood beside the Destroyer.

One by one, he was beaten to pieces by Zoey!

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

… The

Destroyer and Zoey began to fight each other.

The Destroyer released super energy, and he was barely able to get involved with Plum.

“Shit!” The

Destroyer released super beams from both hands.

It was the energy that dissolved Levi Garrison’s body at the beginning.

“Boom!”

But Zoey was not afraid at all.

Not only blocked all the beams, but also slammed a punch.

“Bang!”

Although the Destroyer blocked the punch, he still backed away several steps.

Looking at the blood in a place.

None of the strongest ones who came with him were left.

It’s all dead.

This mission failed.

The assessment of Zoey’s combat power was wrong.

He can’t keep it anymore.

If he keeps it, he may not even be able to go.

“Call headquarters, danger, danger! Ask for support and cover me to leave!” The

Destroyer activated his flying device and fled immediately.

While asking for support.

“You killed King’s Landing, I won’t let you leave alive!”

Zoey turned into a flash of lightning and immediately chased him.

Richard did not expect that the Destroyer would send a signal for support.

Is this something wrong?

Richard knew that the Destroyer was a guy who never showed weakness.

Once he shows weakness, the situation may be more serious than he said.

Here
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After Zoey had processed the cannon fodder, he looked for the Destroyer, and he had no trace.

“I will avenge you in King’s Landing!”

“Participants in everything will die!”

Zoey roared with anger.

At this time, Wen Lei had already caught up with her.

“Zoey, are you okay?”

“Calm down, you were terrible just now!”

… After

Zoey calmed down, he said, “Don’t worry, I’m fine, I’m back to normal.”

“That’s good! People. Dead can’t come back to life! You should be sad!”

Wen Lei sighed.

Zoey looks calm, but his heart is like a volcanic eruption.

Next, she will inherit Levi Garrison’s will and follow the path that Levi Garrison took!

She has this strength now!

And she must avenge Levi Garrison!

No matter how powerful the other party is!

The enemy must be succeeded!

She had to hold Wen Lei and the others first, otherwise she would never let herself go if she let them know what she
thought.

The other side.

The Destroyer was forced to leave in the opposite direction by Zoey.

He can only go south.

He is fast in the mountains.

But when it came to a triangular intersection, a quick figure appeared on the other side.

The two almost ran into each other.

The two also stopped abruptly, looked at each other, and looked at each other.

Although this face destroyer didn’t know it, he felt very familiar.

As if I have seen it somewhere.

The Destroyer was very puzzled.

Levi Garrison was also dumbfounded.

After he arranged the task for Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others, he went south to find the king of gambling on
Golden Harbor Island.

He wanted to know exactly what Richard and the others took away in Erudia.

So he went all the way south.

Unexpectedly, I encountered a super power here who was as fast as lightning.

He was shocked.

But when he stopped, his eyes facing each other, Levi Garrison was even more shocked after seeing the face clearly.

Destroyer!

The destroyer who killed himself to dissolve himself in the first place!

Yuanjia has a narrow road!

You can also encounter it like this!

Levi Garrison smiled at the corner of his mouth and gradually went crazy.

There is really a way to heaven, you don’t go, and there is no way to hell.

Didn’t this come to Erudia to die?

The Destroyer was even more surprised.

Why does this stranger show such an expression when he sees himself?

“The Destroyer, right?”

Levi Garrison said suddenly.

This makes the destroyer even more puzzled.

Can the other party recognize himself?

who is he?

Destroyer brain thinker.

“Since you are here in Erudia, stay here forever!”

Levi Garrison’s cold voice sounded.

Murderous!

The Destroyer has already felt the intense murder!

The other party wants to kill him!

“Boom!”

Levi Garrison punched the destroyer!

The Destroyer is developed to a certain limit in terms of power, speed and brain.

Can judge the power and speed direction of Levi Garrison’s punch.

Everything is in the calculations of his super powerful brain.

He smiled contemptuously.

I can block a punch of the crazy Zoey just now, not to mention you?

The Destroyer looked arrogant, he completely ignored Levi Garrison.

“Boom!” This

punch seemed to him too slow.

He predicted anything.
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An abnormal situation has occurred!

Levi Garrison’s punch on the Destroyer was really not lethal.

However, after a punch penetrated into the body.

A terrible second force unexpectedly broke out!

Wreak havoc in the Destroyer!

He never expected that Levi Garrison’s unremarkable punch would still imply the second punch!

Destroying his body tissue madly!

“Not good!” The

Destroyer frowned, not only with dual strength!

There is also a third level!

“Boom!”

“Crack!”

…a

bean-like sound came from the Destroyer’s body.

He also let out a scream of pain.

Although he is the only successful person in the god-making experiment, he is still a human being after all!

I will feel pain too!

“Boom!”

“Crack!”

…

No!

The fourth strength!

There is actually a strong spirit in it!

The fourfold strength exploded in the destroyer’s body, madly destroying his body’s organs and tissues.

“Bang bang bang…”

Multiple vigors exploded in his body, and blood holes were blasted out one after another.

Very miserable!

“Ah!!!” The

Destroyer let out a scream.

The multiple strengths were realized by Levi Garrison in the battle of Golden Harbor Island.

Let multiple strengths be implied in one move.

These multiple strengths are what Levi Garrison compresses the true energy power into it.

It is equivalent to an infuriating bomb.

As long as it erupts, it will be extremely powerful.

Especially after entering the enemy’s body.

It erupted progressively one after another.

Not to mention the extremely lethality, but also unexpected.

This multiplicity of power even deceived the destroyer’s super brain.

Let him be hit hard by this wave!

“Ah!” The

Destroyer let out a scream, he was madly healing and restoring his damaged body.

His physique has reached a certain limit, which is different from ordinary people.

He recovers extremely fast!

Even the internal organs can be restored and healed!

More terrifying than the healing of the undead warrior!

“Haha! Want to recover? No way!”

Levi Garrison cheated on him.

A few more punches blasted out!

“Bang bang bang…”

Multiple vigors continued to bombard the Destroyer’s body wildly …

“Ah!!!” The

Destroyer was completely enraged, and he used beams and other energy to bombard Levi Garrison frantically.

But Levi Garrison didn’t hide at all, shaking hard with a pair of fists.

Disperse the energy of the Destroyer one after another, blasting all his beams away.

Even the Destroyer himself was stunned.

What the hell is going on?

I just met a perverted Zoey, just like a lunatic, any attack is useless.

Now another one?

Nothing less than the perversion of Zoey!

Even the Destroyer sighed like this, which shows how strong Levi Garrison is.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

Next is the power of Levi Garrison and the Destroyer.

The Destroyer has lifted his power to the limit!

Otherwise he will die!

Levi Garrison’s pure strength is stronger than him, and it also contains multiple strengths.

too terrifying!

Richard felt that he was fighting through the chip on the Destroyer.

He quickly asked what was going on.
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At this time, the Destroyer was wounded inside and outside, and could no longer withstand Levi Garrison’s powerful
attack.

Can only be slaughtered.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

Levi Garrison hit his face with a punch.

Levi Garrison wants to be ashamed!

Although he was in a suspended animation at the beginning, Levi Garrison remembered the punch that this kid punched
him.

Now he wants to return one by one, no, he wants to double it back!

“Boom boom boom…”

Levi Garrison’s fist head shot at the rate of a machine gun. In an instant, thousands of punches hit the Destroyer’s face.

He can’t keep up with the speed of healing!

A face was bloody, almost torn apart by Levi Garrison.

Fist strength also spread to the whole body, and cracks appeared in his body.

That day, he returned everything that the Destroyer brought to Levi Garrison.

The Destroyer was dying, looked weakly at Levi Garrison, and tremblingly asked, “Who are you…who are you?”

“What do you think?” The

voice fell, and Levi Garrison recovered his original face.

“What??? You??? Levi Garrison!!!”

Seeing Levi Garrison alive, the Destroyer was the most shocked.

Because he killed Levi Garrison, he ruined Levi Garrison’s body.

Now this person is standing in front of him alive. Whoever is shocked?

“No! Impossible!!! I don’t believe it!”

Even the Destroyer’s super brain is unwilling to believe that all this is true.

It is simply too shocking!

He couldn’t believe it!

Levi Garrison can’t live!

His body is absolutely destroyed!

But the fact is, Levi Garrison just appeared alive!

“Boy, your grandpa has a lot of means! Just to make you proud for a while! I wanted to make you proud for a while, but I
didn’t expect you to hit the muzzle yourself!”

Levi Garrison’s eyes flashed with murderous intent.

The Destroyer was frightened and already felt that he was going to die.

At this moment, he finally realized that he was not even qualified to be an opponent in front of Levi Garrison!

“Puff!”

He pointed at the Destroyer’s forehead!

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…One

after another, the vigor penetrated into the body.

Make a roar!

“Kacha!”

“Kacha!”

…

This Dao Qi Jin actually contains multiple strengths.

Blast in the body of the destroyer!

In an instant, hundreds of energies broke and exploded in the destroyer’s body with a destructive momentum of
destruction.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

… In

the end, the Destroyer’s body was torn apart, exploded completely, and disappeared on the spot!

There is not even a scum left!

After doing all this, Levi Garrison smiled.

“I didn’t expect someone to die!”

He never expected that he would meet the Destroyer here.

The key is touching!

But he didn’t know what happened before the Destroyer.

Get rid of the Destroyer, Levi Garrison continued on, heading to Golden Harbor Island.

“What’s the situation? What’s the situation with the Destroyer? Why did you break the contact? Hurry up to restore his
communication, I want his latest situation!”

Richard is already anxious. <
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Richard looked excited and exclaimed, “What? Is there any news? Hurry up!”

He also breathed a sigh of relief.

“It’s good if the Destroyer has news, I almost thought he was going to have an accident!”

Almost everyone present heaved a sigh of relief.

The Destroyer has news!

“But…”

the man hesitated and said, “It’s just bad news! I just tested the Destroyer’s chip, and he has no life fluctuations! He is
dead!”

Almost every member of the Gods Laboratory will A special chip is implanted.

Not only to see if you are alive, but also to locate, detect danger and so on.

This person just detected that the chip has no feedback of any life fluctuation signals.

“Boom!”

The news was thunderous, and everyone present was dumbfounded.

died?

The Destroyer is dead?

“Are you sure?”

Richard asked.

“The same goes for the data sent back from the headquarters, confirm! The Destroyer is dead!”

Hearing the exact news, everyone was stunned.

There was silence in the laboratory.

“I didn’t expect Zoey to be so strong! The Destroyer is dead!”

“How strong is Zoey? Even the only successful person in the God-making plan , the Destroyer, is dead!”

…

“No, Destroy How could a person with such a terrifying body recover his healing ability to die?”

Suddenly someone raised a question.

“No! The Destroyer is not a god, but a man after all! If the opponent is so strong that he can’t even beat his body, how
can he live?”

Richard’s voice sounded.

Richard sighed, “it seems I underestimated that field experiments accident!”

“Come, first blocked the destruction of all the news of death! Do not spread out!”

“Large firm can not let the summer of potential!”

Richard’s The meaning is very simple. Levi Garrison was about to die just now, and it was a heavy blow to Erudia.

But now the Commoner Killing God first swept the major forces on the East Island.

If the news of the Destroyer being killed by Zoey spreads out, would it be worth it?

The impact of Levi Garrison’s death is almost gone.

…

On the other side, Zoey thought that the Destroyer had really escaped.

In addition, Richard’s side blocked the news that the Destroyer had died.

They don’t even know.

…

“Wen Lei, I want to visit Golden Harbor Island!”

“I want to hear that woman talk about King ‘s Landing!”

This woman is naturally referring to He Qingxue of the King of Gambling Family.

Everyone now knows that Levi Garrison died in battle for He Qingxue.

Had it not been for He Qingxue, Levi Garrison would at least be alive!

But Zoey didn’t blame her, but wanted to hear about Levi Garrison at the last moment in her mouth.

During this time, Zoey had accepted the fact that Levi Garrison had passed away.

There is only one thought in her mind-revenge.

Levilia ha

But before that, she wanted to see where Levi Garrison died.

“Well, let’s accompany you!”

Wen Lei Mia (Zhou Nanyan) was afraid that she would have an accident, so she must follow. <

s a strong talent and is protected by Tiance Mansion, and there is absolutely no problem with worry-free life.

She has no worries and can let go of her revenge.

